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Abstract The state-of-the-art report presented

herein is aimed at documenting, to the largest extent

possible, some of the recent advances in laboratory

testing of unsaturated soils for stress–strain–strength–

stiffness characterization under suction-controlled

isotropic, axisymmetric, and true triaxial stress states.

The report is intended to be neither comprehensive

nor fully inclusive, offering plenty of room for further

discussion on recent refinements and techniques not

yet reported in the literature. The main sections in

this report are devoted to describing current methods

and technologies using cylindrical triaxial systems,

including advances in volume change measurements;

resonant column/torsional shear systems; bender

element-based systems; and suction-controlled test-

ing under true triaxial stress states. Concluding

remarks are included in the last section of the report.

Keywords Axis-translation � Matric suction �
Volume change � Small-strain stiffness �
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1 Introduction

The adoption of matric suction, (ua - uw), and the

excess of total stress over air pressure, that is, net

normal stress, (r - ua), as relevant stress state

variables, has facilitated the modelling of key

features of unsaturated soil behaviour via suction-

controlled testing using axis-translation technique. It

is the relative success of this technique that has

prompted researchers in the unsaturated soil disci-

pline to devote countless hours to fine-tuning the

myriad details of the existing testing devices and

keep the focus of their efforts on expanding their

testing capabilities.

The present report is aimed at documenting, to the

largest extent possible, recent advances in laboratory

testing of unsaturated soils to model the mechanics of

their response under suction-controlled isotropic,

axisymmetric and true triaxial stress states. The

report is intended to be neither comprehensive nor

fully inclusive, offering plenty of room for further

discussion on recent refinements and techniques not

yet reported in the literature.

Section 2 is devoted to describing current methods

using cylindrical triaxial systems, including volume

change and stiffness measurements. Section 3 describes
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current methods for measuring small-strain stiffness

using resonant column and bender element based

systems. Section 4 documents recent advances in

suction-controlled testing under true triaxial stress

states. Concluding remarks are included in Sect. 5.

2 Cylindrical Triaxial Systems

2.1 General Considerations

2.1.1 Air-Water Pressure Control

Most triaxial apparatuses reported in the literature

feature an HAE (high-air-entry) ceramic disk at the

bottom pedestal and a coarse porous stone at the top

cap for independent control of pore-water and pore-

air pressures, respectively (Bishop and Donald 1961;

Josa et al. 1987; Sivakumar 1993; Rampino et al.

1999). In recent years, however, double-drainage

systems have been increasingly used for triaxial

testing on low-permeability soils, involving simulta-

neous application of ua and uw at both ends of the

specimen. Each end features a peripheral annular

coarse porous stone and an internal HAE disk (Fig. 1;

Romero 1999; Barrera 2002). Alternatively, uw can

be applied at both ends while ua is applied only at one

end (Sharma 1998). Both techniques yield a signif-

icant reduction in equalization time; however, air

bubbles may be trapped in the middle of the specimen

when two wetting fronts advance in opposite direc-

tion due to a suction reduction at specimen

boundaries. This could be avoided by applying ua at

the middle of the sample and uw at both ends

(Maâtouk 1993); volume change, however, cannot be

measured.

2.1.2 Water Sub-pressure Versus Air Over-pressure

The air over-pressure technique involves inducing a

desired suction by changing uw while ua remains

constant (Barrera 2002). Higher uw can be used when

low suctions are to be applied, which is an advantage

when the target state is close to saturation. Higher uw

also ensures full saturation of drainage lines. The

water sub-pressure technique, on the other hand,

involves a simultaneous change in r and ua, which

may induce instantaneous soil deformation due to

bedding errors. Some researchers, however, do prefer

this technique (Rampino et al. 1999; Vassallo 2003).

The lower the uw, the lower the possibility of leakage

in the water system. Moreover, a lower value of uw

allows investigating a larger (r - ua) range under a

given suction state, facilitating, for instance, a better

definition of the isotropic compression curve during

triaxial testing.

Differences between water sub-pressure and air

over-pressure technique are also discussed by Romero

(2001) and Marinho et al. (Ibid.).

2.1.3 Equalization Stage

During triaxial testing, the r and ua are usually

increased simultaneously under undrained conditions,

after which the desired uw is applied by opening the

drainage line. This procedure is best suited for

continuous air pressure. When occluded air is present

in pore water, the application of r could yield an initial

shrinkage of the specimen. However, as suction is

maintained constant at the specimen boundaries,

stabilization of deformations is eventually observed.

Air diffusion allows for ua stabilization, hence any

significant difference between externally applied ua

and occluded bubble pressure can be reasonably

neglected (Mancuso et al. 2002).

2.1.4 Isotropic Loading Rate

Advantages of continuous loading versus step-load-

ing during isotropic compression have been discussed

by Sivakumar (1993) and Cui and Delage (1996).

According to the latter, soil compressibility is
Fig. 1 Pedestal and top cap of a double-drainage system

(Romero 1999)
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overestimated, and hence yield stresses are underes-

timated, by step-loading, since undesired uw

overpressure is induced by each instantaneous load

increment. The only advantage of step-loading may

lie in the simpler and less costly system involved

(usually manual). A simple empirical way to check if

the chosen stress rate is appropriate is by stopping the

continuous compression and observe whether further

significant changes in volume and water volume still

occur (Rampino 1997; Barrera 2002).

2.1.5 Shearing Rate

Likewise, a suitable way for choosing an appropriate

rate for drained shearing is by stopping the test and

checking for any significant changes in volume and

water volume. Sivakumar (1993) proposed extending

the equation by Bishop and Henkel (1962), for

evaluating the time tf necessary for failure in

saturated soils, using the coefficient of consolidation

of the unsaturated material, that is, tf = (20h2)/

(0.75cv), where h is the maximum drainage path. A

shearing stage carried out all the way to failure can

typically take 1–2 weeks. Suitable constant-water

(undrained) shearing rates, on the other hand, are yet

to be devised. When direct suction measurement is

feasible, e.g. via tensiometers (Tarantino and Mong-

iovı̀ 2003), it is advantageous performing undrained

tests with duration significantly lower than drained

tests.

2.2 Volume Change Measurements

During unsaturated soil testing, compression of air

phase can result in volume changes in addition to

those induced by drainage. Soil volume change

cannot be computed purely on the basis of variation

in water volume, nor can it be measured by using the

same techniques used in conventional saturated soil

testing. Several measurement techniques have been

developed for unsaturated soil volume change, which

can be classified in three broad categories (Laloui

et al. 2006):

2.2.1 Cell Liquid Measurement

In this approach, specimen volume changes are

deduced from volume changes in confining cell

liquid. This requires the cell to be completely filled

with water (or other fluid) and appropriate corrections

for piston intrusion into the cell and for volume

changes of the whole cell. Several problems are often

associated with this method, such as immediate

expansion of cell wall caused by a pressure increase,

Plexiglas creep under constant stress and possible

water leakage. Consequently, measurements must be

corrected at the end for these effects. The advantage

of the cell liquid measurement method is simplicity.

A standard triaxial cell can be used if carefully

calibrated. However, the measurement of the speci-

men volume remains indirect and the accuracy of the

method depends on the quality of the calibration

procedure, the volume capacity and the precision of

the measurements.

Lade (1988) discussed the volume capacity/preci-

sion of volume change devices.

Ideally, numerous calibrations are needed, as

corrections depend on time, stress path and stress

level. Factors that affect the movement of water into

or out of the cell and which must, hence, be taken into

account in volume change measurements have been

listed by Head (1986). Leong et al. (2004) mainly

focused on the effects of stiffness of the pressure cell

and temperature fluctuations.

As the measurement error increases with increas-

ing confining liquid volume, Bishop and Donald

(1961) proposed the addition of an inner cylinder

sealed to the outer cell base (a double cell) to

minimise the liquid volume. To enhance accuracy,

mercury is used as the cell fluid between the inner

cylinder and the specimen. The outer liquid is water,

and the mercury is enclosed in an internal jacket with

the cell pressure applied to both sides of the jacket.

The rise or fall of the mercury vertical level in the

inner cylinder is measured by a cathetometer mea-

suring the movement of a floating stainless ball on the

mercury. Overall volume changes can then be

deduced. The method was widely adopted in

subsequent years. Josa et al. (1987) introduced the

automatic monitoring of mercury level via a metal

ring floating on its surface. Use of mercury, however,

was gradually abandoned for safety reasons.

Cui (1993) and Cui and Delage (1996) made some

improvements by replacing mercury with water and

measuring water levels via high-precision cathetom-

eter based readings. Further improvements to the

inner cylinder technique have been introduced by

Rampino et al. (1999), Toyota et al. (2001), Aversa
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and Nicotera (2002). Ng et al. (2002) no longer

measure the fluid level by a cathetometer but rather

record the differential pressure between the water

inside the open-ended inner cell and the water inside

a reference tube using a high accuracy differential

pressure transducer (Fig. 2).

Some authors minimized the confining liquid by

using double-walled cells (e.g., Wheeler 1988;

Sivakumar 1993). Here, an inner cylinder is sealed

to both the top and the base of the cell. Soil volume

change is inferred from the volume leaving or

entering the inner cell. Most of the possible errors

discussed by Head (1986) can be reduced with this

system.

2.2.2 Direct Air-Volume and Water-Volume

Measurements

In this approach, the soil volumetric changes are

deduced by simple addition of the air and water

volume changes. This technique may be successful as

soon as the gas phase is continuous. Both volume

changes of air and water entering or leaving the pore

spaces are monitored by separating draining pore-

water from pore-air via porous stones and HAE

ceramics, respectively, and then independently mea-

suring each by pressure-volume controllers. The

basic principle consists of an air-volume controller

filled with air instead of water. However, undetect-

able air leakage and diffusion through tubes and

connections must be estimated. Small temperature

and atmospheric pressure changes also affect volume

measurement and must be taken into account. Adams

et al. (1996) evaluated a digital pressure-volume

controller as an air-volume change indicator, includ-

ing effects of temperature, confined volume, and

precompression of the measurement medium. The

controller was shown to perform satisfactorily as air-

volume change measurement device. This technique

of air-water volume measurement also permits mea-

surement of air-volume change simultaneously with

axis-translation implementation. A wide range of test

paths can then be implemented as the air volume/

pressure can be monitored separately.

To minimize the errors from changes in atmo-

spheric pressure and temperature, an improved device

was proposed by Geiser (1999), which is a mixed air

and water controller that allows reduction of air-

volume to the tubing only. Laudahn et al. (2005)

proposed a method for measuring pore-air volume

changes in drained tests under atmospheric condi-

tions. Pore-air excess pressure can be generated

during the test and lead to a misinterpretation of the

measured volume change. To avoid this error, a

U-tube was connected to a GDS volume controller for

pore air. This tube is filled with ethanol and its level

monitored with a photoelectric sensor: any change in

the level is then reversed by an appropriate move-

ment of the piston of the GDS controller; this way,

pore air is maintained at atmospheric pressure.

2.2.3 Direct Measurements on the Specimen

In this category, soil volume change is computed from

the direct measurements of axial and radial specimen

displacements. Three direct measurement approaches

can be devised. A first approach, one commonly used,

involves local displacement sensors attached directly

onto the specimen to measure axial/radial deforma-

tions during the test (e.g., Clayton et al. 1989). Several

technologies have been tested, mainly miniature

LVDTs (Costa-Filho 1982; Klotz and Coop 2002),

and Hall effect transducers (Clayton and Khatrush

1986). Generally, radial displacements are measured

Fig. 2 Volume change measurement by inner cylinder tech-

nique (Ng et al. 2002)
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at one to three discrete points and assumptions are

made as to the shape of the specimens to assess the

volumetric strain. Sensor placing is quite delicate: if

not done correctly, it may lead to experimental errors;

hence this approach is best suited for small deforma-

tion tests, requiring an initially rigid specimen. Such

direct measurements become meaningless as a means

of measuring soil volume change if a shear plane forms

across the specimen.

A second approach involves non-contacting tech-

niques such as lasers (Romero et al. 1997). Laser

sweeping over the entire specimen height allows more

accurate determination of the specimen volume. Radial

deformations on two diametrically opposite sides of the

specimen are measured via non-contact, long-range,

electro-optical lasers mounted outside the chamber

(Fig. 3) This also allows detection of non-uniformities

and localized deformations. The technique requires

costly and sophisticated installation procedures. A

similar technique has been used by Hird and Hajj

(1995): proximity transducers are mounted on a rigid

tube around the sample, providing an output voltage

proportional to the distance of a lightweight conductive

target placed on the specimen. Generally, this type of

transducer is not waterproof and has to be sealed in

housing. As a major drawback, the target must be

aligned with the sensor, which requires extreme care.

A third approach is an alternative direct measure-

ment technique based on image processing (Gachet

et al. 2003). It mainly consists of taking photographs

through the Plexiglas cell during the test and then

analysing the images to obtain specimen profile and

volume. The approach is similar to that of Macari et al.

(1997), except that, in this case, the method used to

correct the magnification effect due to the cell shape

and the different refraction indices (water, Plexiglas,

air) is simpler. Rifaı̈ et al. (2002) reported tests in

which the images were taken using a digital computer

controlled camera fixed at a constant distance from the

cell (Fig. 4). Before testing, calibration is applied to a

false rigid specimen to optimise the accuracy and

correct optical distortions. The specimen is then placed

into the triaxial cell and several photos are taken and

analysed during the test. As with lasers, direct contact

with the specimen is not required, and the soil profile is

measured over its entire height.

Laloui et al. (2006) reported volume change

measurements during shearing of unsaturated sandy

silt at a constant suction of 100 kPa (the air-entry

value of the tested soil was 80 kPa) using both mixed

air/water controller and image processing techniques.

Both techniques showed reasonably good agreement

until the appearance of strain localization (at an axial

strain of approximately 12%; Fig. 5).

Fig. 3 Volume change

measurement by electro-

optical lasers (Romero et al.

1997)
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2.2.4 Triaxial Cell Featuring a Combination of

Various Techniques

The three approaches summarized above may be

combined for more accurate results. Chávez et al.

(2005) introduced a new triaxial cell that enables

volume change measurement of partially saturated

rockfill up to 250 mm diameter and 500 mm high

under controlled-suction conditions (Fig. 6). An inner

chamber allows for global measurements of specimen

volume changes by recording the differential pres-

sures between the water level in the inner chamber

and that of a reference tube using a Differential

Pressure Transducer.

Three internal LVDTs measure global axial dis-

placements of an upper stainless steel loading plate in

contact with the specimen. Local radial instrumenta-

tion is made up of three Diametrical Deformation

Transducers. Local axial displacements are measured

via two Axial Deformation Transducers resting on a

special holder screwed to the external DDTs. These

transducers use strain gauges, following a measuring

principle similar to that of the LDTs (Goto et al.

1991), although the earlier yield linear response over

a larger working range.

3 Resonant Column and Other Bender Element

Based Systems

3.1 Resonant Column Systems

The resonant column device is used to determine

dynamic shear modulus G and damping D of solid or

hollow cylindrical specimens (ASTM 2006). The

specimen’s lower end is rigidly fixed to a rough-

surfaced pedestal while the top end is loaded in

Fig. 4 Volume change measurement by image processing

(Rifaı̈ et al. 2002)
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torsion until attaining its fundamental mode of

torsional vibration, measuring resonant frequency

and amplitude of vibration (Isenhower 1979).

Initially, researchers simply used conventional

devices for saturated soils for the testing of unsatu-

rated soil specimens with no suction control (Au and

Chae 1980; Wu et al. 1985; Quian et al. 1991).

Specimens were first consolidated to a desired cell

pressure before the stiffness measurements were

performed. Subsequently, the specimens were

retrieved and the degree of saturation indirectly

inferred.

Vinale et al. (1999) and Vassallo (2003) reported a

Resonant Column Torsional Shear (RCTS) system,

developed at the University of Naples Federico II

(Italy), to test soil specimens under controlled suction

(Fig. 7). Classical interpretations of shearing stages

require no torsional restraint anywhere along the

specimen height but at the lower base, hence ua and

uw are both applied through the base pedestal while

ensuring a fixed-free condition. The procedure for

inducing suction is similar to that typically followed

in triaxial testing. For silty sand and clayey silt, an

isotropic loading rate of 4 kPa/h was found to be

appropriate to ensure drained (constant suction)

conditions (Vassallo 2003).

Upon equalization of the pore fluids under the

desired value of suction, results in the small-shear

strain amplitude range (\0.0001%) can be considered

drained, i.e. without affecting the constant suction

state. Thus, the measured stiffness can be related to

stress variables (r - ua) and (ua - uw) attained just

before shearing. When the final point of the pre-

established stress path is reached, torque can be

increased up to the maximum allowed by the system

in order to obtain normalized G/Gmax or D/Dmin

versus shear strain c curves.

In this system (Fig. 7), air bubble entrapment in

the upper part of the specimen may be possible.

Vassallo (2003) obtained a branch of the water-

retention curve of a medium plasticity clayey silt with

initial suction of about 140 kPa by using both a

triaxial cell (controlling ua on top and uw at bottom)

and the resonant column cell (controlling both ua and

uw at bottom). Both curves were shown to be

reasonably similar for the 50–400-kPa suction range.

Also, water contents measured along specimen height

at the end of tests showed no significant lack of

homogeneity.

This apparatus also features an inner cylinder for

volume change measurements, similar to that

described in Sect. 2.2.1 for triaxial systems. Water

content changes are measured through a system of

two double-walled burettes connected to a differen-

tial pressure transducer DPT (Fig. 7). An automatic

flushing system, including a peristaltic pump, is used

to flush out diffused air bubbles through the spiroidal

groove in contact with the HAE disk. Fig. 8 shows

RC results obtained at University of Naples Federico

II and reported by Vassallo et al. (2007). Data

pertaining to saturated state are also reported for

comparison purposes.

3.2 Bender Element Based Systems

The critical role of small-strain soil stiffness in the

design of geosystems is now widely accepted. In the

last decade, significant progress has been made on

suction-controlled testing using triaxial systems with

self-contained bender elements (BE). Bender

air supply
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regulators

electropneumatic 
regulator

valve

double burette (w)

water supply

DPT

u  transducer peristaltic pump
u  transducer

σ  transducer

reference 
burette DPT

w

a

c

pore air pressure
pore water pressure
cell pressure

pressure lines

Fig. 7 Layout of the

suction controlled RCTS

cell (Vassallo 2003)
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elements are protruded into the opposite ends of a

soil specimen. A voltage pulse is applied to the BE

transmitter, which causes it to produce a s-wave.

When the s-wave reaches the other end, distortion

of the BE receiver produces another pulse. The time

difference between the two voltage pulses is

measured and divided by the distance between the

BE tips to give s-wave velocity Vs. Small-strain

shear modulus can then be determined as

G = q(Vs)
2.

One such example was reported by Cabarkapa

et al. (1998) and Cabarkapa and Cuccovillo (2006;

Fig. 9). The triaxial cell features self-contained

bender elements, a full set of internal LVDTs and a

radial strain belt for overall volume change measure-

ments. Results from normally consolidated quartz silt

show that the unsaturated small-strain shear modulus

can be readily obtained by multiplying the saturated

value, corresponding to the same net confinement, by

a factor that only depends on axis-translation induced

suction.

Marinho et al. (1995) reported BE based mea-

surements on statically compacted and undisturbed

specimens of high plasticity soil. Specimens were

gradually dried and, upon equalization, total suction

was estimated via filter paper. Picornell and Nazarian

(1998) performed BE measurements on coarse-

grained and fine-grained reconstituted specimens. In

coarse-grained soil, the bender elements were directly

mounted inside the mould where specimens were

compacted. A progressive drying process was imposed

using a pressure plate extractor and, upon equalization,

Vs was measured. Cho and Santamarina (2001)

developed an aerometric cell in which bender elements

were mounted on its top and bottom platens. The cell

was used to measure stiffness changes induced by a

temperature driven drying process. The lateral shell

was perforated in several points and cotton threads

were installed in each hole to facilitate evaporation and

to facilitate a more homogeneous water content

distribution. Results are reported in terms of shear-

wave velocity Vs versus saturation Sr.

4 True Triaxial Systems

4.1 General Considerations

In geotechnical boundary-value problems involving

partially saturated soils, the accurate prediction of the

stress–strain behavior of soil-structure systems

requires that the soil constitutive relations be valid

for all major stress paths likely to be experienced in

the field. It is in this context that a true triaxial

apparatus, capable of testing specimens along multi-

axial stress paths under controlled suction states,

plays a fundamental role in their complete stress–

strain–strength characterization.
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4.2 True Triaxial with Rigid Loading Plates

Matsuoka et al. (2002) reported a true triaxial

apparatus with three pairs of rigid loading plates in

three orthogonal directions (Fig. 10). A silty soil

specimen of 10-cm side seats between upper and

lower loading plates with remaining four lateral

surfaces covered by latex. Each plate houses a 70-mm

HAE disk (300-kPa entry value) and two 5-mm

coarse stones covered with polyfluorotetraethylene

filters.

Suction in the specimen is attained by inducing

negative pore-water pressures via an external vacuum

based system (Fig. 11). Cubical specimens are com-

pacted in five layers in a separate cubical frame, with

each layer statically compacted 226 times using a

1.2-cm diameter plunger up to a vertical stress of

300 kPa. Ceramic disks in the upper and lower plates

are carefully saturated before testing in a custom-

made cylindrical cell that allows saturation of the

disk while mounted in the loading plate.

After setting the specimen between loading plates,

a 98-kPa isotropic pressure was applied under a

constant negative uw (suction) of 59 kPa. Principal

stresses are applied by stress-controlled loading

method, with the full shearing process divided into

about ten steps until peak failure. A new stress

increment was applied when all of the axial strain

rates reached less than 10-5/min, and the drained

volumetric strain rate reached less than 10-3/h. All

plain-strain shear tests were conducted under drained

conditions (constant uw) adjusting the intermediate r2

and minor r3 principal stresses to meet the require-

ment of absolute intermediate strain less than 0.01%

at a given r1. In this study, true triaxial tests were

conducted along radial stress paths in the p-plane

(constant Lode-angle h). Since normal stresses on the

specimen are applied by three pairs of rigid steel

plates, interference between the loading plates in the

r1 and r2 directions becomes notable when h is large.

Hence, only stress paths with h = 0–30� were

accomplished (Fig. 12a).

In order to calibrate the true triaxial tests, Mats-

uoka et al. (2002) also performed a comparison of

test results for conventional triaxial and true triaxial

tests using same soil and stress conditions, i.e. triaxial

Fig. 10 True triaxial cell

with rigid loading plates

(Matsuoka et al. 2002)

Fig. 11 System for applying negative pore-water pressure

(Matsuoka et al. 2002)
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compression (TC) tests, h = 0�, p = 98 kPa, and

s = 59 kPa. However, the method for controlling

suction in each device was different: negative uw

method (s = -uw, ua = 0) was used during true

triaxial testing while positive ua method (s = ua,

uw = 0) was used during conventional triaxial test-

ing. Stress–strain relationships measured by the two

methods showed reasonably good agreement

(Fig. 12b).

4.3 True Triaxial with Flexible Loading

Membranes

Hoyos and Macari (2001) implemented a mixed-

boundary type of true triaxial apparatus, with a 10-cm

side specimen seated on top of a HAE disk and

between five flexible latex/porexTM membranes on

the remaining sides of the cube (Fig. 13a). The setup

consists basically of a frame (1) that accommodates

five (one top and four lateral) flexible latex/porexTM

(2), and a cubical base piece (3) housing a 5-bar HAE

disk (4). Once the specimen (5) is compacted, the

remaining five walls (6) are assembled to the frame.

Three LVDTs per face (7) monitor soil deformations.

Hydraulic fluid is used to pressurize the specimen.

External pressure is transmitted to hydraulic fluid

through pressure inlet/outlet connections (8) on the

walls. Pore-air pressure ua is applied to the top and

four lateral faces of the specimen via a small cooper

block (9) attached to the flexible membranes with a

threaded stem. External air pressure is applied via

flexible nylon tubing (10). A 5-outlet manifold

distributes the air pressure to the top and lateral

faces simultaneously. Pore-water pressure uw is

applied at the bottom of the specimen via the HAE

disk (4). Water pressure is also applied via nylon

tubing (11). A flushing mechanism (12) is added to

the bottom wall assembly. Tests are entirely com-

puter-driven.

The flexible membranes were prepared using a

GIT-603TE type of latex rubber possessing medium-

to-high tear strength and low stiffness (Fig. 13b). The

edges of the latex were doubled in thickness to

reinforce its tear resistance at these critical bound-

aries. A 3.2-mm thick, 9.65-cm side, coarse flexible

polyethylene (porexTM) sheet, is placed between the

latex and the specimen to uniformly distribute the air

pressure, supplied from the exterior, to the pores of

the soil (Hoyos 1998).

A procedure similar to that suggested by Bishop

and Henkel (1962) to ensure in-place saturation of a

HAE disk, was adapted to the working conditions of

the HAE disk in the modified test cell. After

saturation of the disk, the disk remains covered with

a thin film of water until the first layer of soil is to be

compacted. All cubical specimens are gently com-

pacted in 10 layers of approximately 1-cm thickness

via in-place tamping compaction. Once the specimen

has been fully compacted, the temporary rigid

membranes are removed and the latex/porexTM,

along with the assemblies containing the pore-air-

pressurizing units, is set into place.

Compressibility of the latex/porexTM was found to

be 0.065 cm under a 1 MPa pressure, which was

deducted from total deformations of the specimen.

The interface friction angle between porex and silty

sand was found to be 6.2� from direct shear test. This

results in a relatively low coefficient of friction (l) of

Fig. 12 True triaxial

results: (a) stress paths in

octahedral plane; (b) stress–

strain relationships

(Matsuoka et al. 2002)
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0.11. Maximum pore size of the porexTM is about

130l, considerably smaller than soil’s D10. Testing in

the cell is stress-controlled, hence the adequate

loading rate was empirically assessed. A 10 kPa/h

loading rate (for isotropic loading and shearing), was

found to be appropriate for adequate equalization.

Response of silty sand in the net principal stress plane

for 50, 100 and 200 kPa suctions is shown in Fig. 14.

4.4 Recent Refinements on True Triaxial Systems

The apparatus described above presented some

serious limitations: (1) the steel frame is highly

corrosive, which results in occasional clogging of the

HAE disk, (2) the latex has low durability when

exposed to hydraulic fluid (28–38�C) for an extended

period of time, (3) pore-water temperature cannot be

controlled, delaying equalization, (5) only stress-

controlled testing is allowed, and (6) changes in pore-

air and pore-water volumes cannot be measured.

Hoyos et al. (2005) have recently begun imple-

mentation of a novel true triaxial apparatus aimed at

overcoming all of the above limitations, yielding a

considerably enhanced performance. The working

principle of the new cell is very similar to the one

developed by Hoyos and Macari (2001). However,

both ua and uw are applied simultaneously at the

bottom face of a 3-in (7.6-cm) cubical soil specimen,

while distilled de-aired water is used as pressurizing

fluid against the latex (no porexTM involved).

Pore-air and pore-water pressure are applied at the

bottom of the specimen via a full set of equally
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spaced, 0.75-in (1.9-cm) diameter, 5-bar disks and

coarse porous stones (Fig. 15a). Air and water

pressures are supplied via nylon tubing from a PCP-

5000-UNSAT pressure control panel (from GCTS).

Tests are entirely computer-driven.

The PCP-5000-UNSAT pressure control panel

features pore-water volume (vw) transducer with a

0.01-cc resolution. A photo of the setup is shown in

Fig. 15b. Validation of the axis-translation technique

was reported by Hoyos et al. (2005). On-going

refinements include the incorporation of pore-fluids

temperature control, tip tensiometers and bender

elements.

5 Concluding Remarks

The present state-of-the-art report, which was intended

to be neither comprehensive nor fully inclusive,

concerns some of the recent advances in laboratory

testing of unsaturated soils for stress–strain–strength–

stiffness characterization under suction-controlled

isotropic, axisymmetric, and true triaxial stress states.

Main report sections were devoted to describing

current methods and technologies using cylindrical

triaxial systems, including advances in volume change

measurements; resonant column/torsional shear sys-

tems; bender element-based systems; and suction-

controlled testing under true triaxial stress states. The

following concluding remarks can be drawn from the

recent advances documented herein:

– Considerable improvements in applying axis

translation technique via double-drainage systems

have been reported, which involve simultaneous

control of ua and uw at both ends of the specimen.

Each end features a peripheral annular coarse

stone and an internal HAE disk. This yields a

significant reduction in equalization time;

– Several volume change measurement techniques

have been considered for unsaturated soil spec-

imens. In particular, improvements to the inner

cylinder technique, as well as double-walled cells,

have been highlighted. Other techniques are
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currently being introduced, including local dis-

placement sensors, laser based techniques and

image processing;

– Experimental assessment of the evolution of

dynamic shear modulus and material damping

with respect to shear strain and suction levels is

now possible using resonant column/torsional

shear systems with suction control capabilities;

– Significant progress has been reported on suction-

controlled testing using triaxial systems with self-

contained bender elements. This technique allows

determination of small-strain shear moduli Go at

different suction levels;

– Recent developments of true triaxial apparatuses,

capable of testing specimens along multi-axial

stress paths under controlled suction conditions,

have facilitated the analysis of soil behaviour

along a wide range of simple-to-complex stress–

strain–suction paths not achievable in a conven-

tional cylindrical cell.
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